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ALEPH is a cross-academic, multi-disciplinary initiative which 
aspires to connect scholars and students to their research 
and education in a different way.  What distinguishes ALEPH’s approach 
is its emphasis on philosophy as creative practice in its own right. We favour thinking 
by doing and experimentation. Philosophy at the universities is more often than not 
reduced to critical analysis and reproduction of the existing discourse. Philosophy in 
ALEPH is  active, embodied interaction with our environment. Concepts are created in 
and through the event. 

ALEPH’s main goal is to explore the realm of the relational. Originating in the Deleuzian 
scholarship, the research will depart from what is currently referred to as the Affective 
Turn. Affect theory is a way of understanding domains of experience which fall outside 
of (or refuse to fall within) the prevailing paradigm of representation. These experiences 
are coextensive with our own, yet irreducible to them and as such independent of any 
signifying instrument. This means ALEPH focuses on what is more commonly known as 
a paradigm shift. We explore the influence of alternative philosophical and scientific 
discourse, such as eco-logic, relational thinking, intensive thought, dynamic system 
theory or quantum mechanics, on art and design. 

Artist and designers work with sensation as material. They design affordances (qualities 
and values) and not only forms (properties and facts). The field of research therefore 
is demarcated by the intrinsic relation between the medium, affordance and affect. 
ALEPH does not stop with concepts but continues with experimentation, prototyping 
and developing your concept into a detailed artwork or design aiming for intellectual 
craftsmanship.                                             

Working in ALEPH is an intensive experience enabling participants to develop a 
completely new tool kit for their work based on a research-creation process.   A series of 
lectures, readings, discussions and  experimental workshops will be offered on a weekly 
basis. Participation in the lab is not a passive experience. Working by the principle of 
give-and-take, all members are asked to contribute what they can and take what 
they need. The group of researchers will include post-doctoral scholars, PhD- and 
undergraduate students, all dedicated to sharing their insights and gaining new at the 
same time. Learn by teaching, teach by learning.  

The lab currently resides at the Royal Academy of Arts in The Hague and is organized by 
the Department of Interactive /Media /Design. In order to secure an interesting variety 
of theoretical influx to the lab, several partners have been found who are willing and 
able to contribute in a significant way. We closely collaborate with dr. Andrej Radman, 
Delft University of Technology and dr. Sjoerd van Tuinen, Erasmus University Rotterdam. 
Participants are held together by affnity rather than by any structure of membership or  
institutional hierarchy.

Lab meetings take place at the Royal Academy of Arts in The Hague. Students 
of all departments from the 2nd, 3rd and 4th year can join the laboratory in the 
context of their IST: 6 ECTS Lab coordinator: Renske Maria van Dam for questions 
or to enroll email r.vdam@kabk.nl
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Avatars of Time emerge independently in different constellations, but can also act dichotomous.   

"Philosophers of  the world, create!”

[....] 
The three figures of  philosophy are objectality of  
contemplation, subject of  reflection, and intersubjectivity of  
communication. 
[....] 
Philosophy is the art of  forming, inventing, and fabricating 
concepts. 
[...]
If  philosophy is this continuous creation of  concepts, then 
obviously the question arises not only of  what a concept is as 
philosophical Idea but also of  the nature of  the other creative 
Ideas that are not concepts and that are due to the arts and 
sciences, which have their own history and becoming and 
which have their own variable relationships with one another 
and with philosophy. 
[...]
The three planes along with their elements, are irreducible: 
plane of  immanence of  philosophy, plane of  composition of  
art, plane of  reference or coordination of  science; form of  
concept, force of  sensation, function of  knowledge; concepts 
and conceptual personae, sensations and aesthetic figures, 
figures and partial observers. 
[....] 

Philosophy as creative practice 
Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari   ‘What is Philosophy?’ 
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Philosophy as creative practice 
Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari   ‘What is Philosophy?’ 

“Philosophers, Aritsts and Scientist of  the world interfere!”

[....] 
A first type of  interferenceappears when a philosopher 
attempts to create the concept of  a sensation or a function 
(for example, a concept peculiar to Riemannianspace or to 
irrational number); or when a scientist tries to createfunctions 
of  sensations, like Fechner or in theories of  color or sound,and 
even functions of  concepts, as Lautman demonstrates for 
mathematics insofar as the latter actualizes virtual concepts; or 
when an artist creates pure sensations of  concepts or functions, 
as we see in the varieties of  abstract art or in Klee. 
In all these cases the rule is that the interfering discipline must 
proceed with its own methods.
[....] 
But there is a second, intrinsic type of  interference when 
concepts and conceptual personae seem to leave a plane 
of  immanence that would correspond to them, so as to slip 
in among the functions and partial observers, or among 
the sensations and aesthetic figures, on another plane; and 
similarly in the other cases. These slidings are so subtle, like 
those of  Zarathustra in Nietzsche’s philosophy or of  lgitur in 
Mallarme’s poetry, that we find ourselves on complex planes 
that are difficult to qualify. In tum, partial observers introduce 
into science sensibilia that are sometimes close to aesthetic 
figures on a mixed plane.
[...]



Avatars of Time emerge independently in different constellations, but can also act dichotomous.   

Philosophy as creative practice 
Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari   ‘What is Philosophy?’ 

“Philosophers, Aritsts and Scientist of the world interfere!”

[....] 
Finally, there are interferences that cannot be localized. This is
because each distinct discipline is, in its own way, in relation 
with a negative: even science has a relation with a nonscience 
that echoes its effects. It is not just a question of  saying that 
art must form those of  us who are not artists, that it must 
awaken us and teach us to feel, and that philosophy must teach 
us to conceive, or that science must teach us to know. Such 
pedagogies are only possible if  each of  the disciplines is, on 
its own behalf, in an essential relationship with the No that 
concerns it. The plane of  philosophy is prephilosophical
insofar as we consider it in itself  independently of  the concepts 
that come to occupy it, but nonphilosophy is found where the 
plane confronts chaos. 
[....] 
In this submersion it seems that there is extracted from chaos 
the shadow of  the “people to come” in the form that art, but 
also philosophy and science, summon forth: mass-people, 
worldpeople, brain-people, chaos-people-nonthinking thought 
that lodges in the three, like Klee’s nonconceptual concept 
or Kandinsky’s internal silence. It is here that concepts, 
sensations, and functions become undecidable, at the same 
time as philosophy, art, and science become indiscernible, as 
if  they shared the same shadow that extends itself  across their 
different nature and constantly accompanies them.
[....] 
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The thesis of  Ireducibility 
against transcedence, overcoding & structuralism 

#1 Against transcendence:
Identify and subtract the ‘unique’ or hegemonic meta-signifier
 
#2 Against overcoding:                 
Construct a multiplicity using only a number of  available 
dimensions
 
#3 Against structure(lism):
The Thesis of  Irreducibility.Prevent the fallacy of  reducing a 
multiplicity to either One or Many. It is not about bringing all 
sorts of  things under a (single) concept but about relating
each concept (multiplicity) to the variables that determine its 
mutation.







Seven Avatars of Time 
  
Volume (how much) 
Gravity / Significance (how important) 
Needed time / Necessity (required) 
  
Sequential (order) 
Bearing (direction) 
  
Simultaneity (parallel) 
Indexical (when) 
Proximity (relative distance to timescale) 
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Relational thought
Dider Debaise- What is relational thinking?

For this day we all became the new participant, 
for this day the answer to the question “Where are you?” 
would have been “I am now”

[...]
“The class-room no longer need typically perform the function 
of  providing facts. It must above all provide techniques of  
recognition and discrimination. Reality-testing can no longer 
follow the linear, factual recital or statistical pattern. There is 
far too much reality for that. We are obliged to deal with reality 
in constellations and clusters or not at all.

If  politics and the citizen are to survive the new media, we 
must alter our entire sighting and range-finding apparatus, 
which is still oriented to the printed page alone.”
Marshal McLuhan (August 1954)

[...]
The notion of  existence involves the notion of  an environment
of  existences and of  types of  existences. Any one instance of
existence involves other existences, connected with it and yet
beyond it. This notion of  the environment introduces the 
notionof  the “more and less,” and of  multiplicity.
Alfred north whitehead, Modes of  Thought



PHYSICAL WORLD                              ENVIRONMENT 
                        
INDIRECT perception                                 DIRECT perception 
Descartes                                                      Gibson 
                        
CORRELATION(ISM)                                 (EN)ACTION 
interpretation                                                  involvement/synaesthetic & kinaesthetic 
hermeneutic                                                   extended, embedded, embodied and affective 
                        
INTERIOR                                                     EXTERIOR 
passive                                                          active/proporioception 
computation                                                   resonance 
                        
MECHANICS                                                RECIPROCITY 
general laws                                                   b/w life-form & environment 
                        
OBJECTIVITY                                              MULTIPLICITY 
myth of the given                                          emergence/dynamic structure 
properties                                                       capacities 
                        
DUALISM                                                      IMMANENCE 
subject vs. object                                           milieu/middle 
private mind vs. public world                         'superject' and 'objectile' 
extended matter/unextended mind               continuum 
                        
MEANING                                                     PRAGMATISM 
as inference/matter literally meaningless      affordance/signifiance 
associative/bucket theory of mind                differential/searchlight TOM 
                        
LINEARITY                                                   RECURSIVITY 
input/output                                                    feed-back-forward/transduction 
space antecedent to movement                   space as derivative of movement 
a priori                                                            (*)neither a priori nor a posteriori 
                        
REPRESENTATION                                    AFFECT 
rationalism/mentalism                                   empiricism/pluralism 
Cogito ergo sum                                            Sentio ergo sum 
(I think therefore I am)                                  (I feel therefore I am) 



Conceptual Toolbox 
  
1/9  DETERRITORIALISATION 
  ≠ System/Structure = Environment + Socius + Psyche
     
2/9   TERRITORIALISATION 
  ≠ Bits    = Continuum + Movement 
      
3/9   RETERRITORIALISATION  
  ≠ Action on Object  = Field: Action on Action 
    
4/9  ASIGNIFYING
  ≠ Signifying/General  = Significant/Singular    

5/9  AFFORDANCE
  ≠ Function   = Relation
       
6/9  ASSEMBLAGE
  ≠ Object   = Objectile (event)    

7/9  HEURISTIC
  ≠ Method    = Trial & Error   

8/9  ENERGETICS
  ≠ Extensive   = Intensive (Non-Dialectical Difference)

9/9  EXTERIORITY of  Relations
  ≠ Anthropocentric  = Ecological(Life-Form + Environment)



Affect Toolbox 
  
1/9  OBSTRUCTION 
  ≠ System/Structure = Environment + Socius + Psyche
     
2/9   EPIGENETIC LANDSCAPE
  ≠ Bits    = Continuum + Movement 
      
3/9   GIFTS  
  ≠ Action on Object  = Field: Action on Action 
    
4/9  TEXT-OBJECT
  ≠ Signifying/General  = Significant/Singular    

5/9  CHAOS (SILENCE)
  ≠ Function   = Relation
       
6/9  ASSEMBLAGE
  ≠ Object   = Objectile (event)    

7/9  EXPERIMENT
  ≠ Method    = Trial & Error   

8/9  SIX MINUTE WORKSHOP
  ≠ Extensive   = Intensive (Non-Dialectical Difference)

9/9  THEATRE WORKSHOP
  ≠ Anthropocentric  = Ecological(Life-Form + Environment)
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intellectual craftsmanship.                                             
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Participants are held together by affnity rather than by any structure of membership or  
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of all departments from the 2nd, 3rd and 4th year can join the laboratory in the 
context of their IST: 6 ECTS Lab coordinator: Renske Maria van Dam for questions 
or to enroll email r.vdam@kabk.nl



[...]
‘‘We paint, sculpt, compose and write with sensations. We 
paint, sculpt, compose and write sensations.
[..]
‘‘By means of  the material , the aim of  art is to wrest the 
percept from perception of  objects and the states of  a 
perceiving subject, to wrest the affect from affections as 
the transition from one state to another: to extract a bloc of  
sensations, a pure being of  sensation”.
[...]
Vision, audition, olfaction, gustation, mechanoreception, 
thermoception, propriocenption, equilibrioception, 
nociception, felt sense... 
[...] 

Sensation as your Material  
& Intelectual Craftsmanship 

[...]
Designing without a clear and well profiled opinion on the 
urgent global matters is a violent and destructive act.
[..]
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0. Practice immanent critique
1. Construct the conditions for a speculative pragmatism
 2. Invent techniques of  relation
  3. Design enabling constraints
   4. Enact thought
    5. Give play to affective tendencies
     6. Attend to the body
    7. Invent platforms for relation
         8. Embrace failure
    9. Practice letting go
10. Disseminate seeds of  process
11. Practice care and generosity impersonally, as event-basedpolitical virtues
 12. If  an organization ceases to be a conduit for singular events of  collective becoming, let it die
  13. Brace for chaos
   14. Render formative forces
15. Creatively return to chaos
 16. Play polyrhythms of  relation
  17. Explore new economies of  relation
   18. Give the gift of  giving
    19. Forget, again!
20. Proceed

Research Creation 
Erin Manning & Brian Massumi- Thought in the Act
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is demarcated by the intrinsic relation between the medium, affordance and affect. 
ALEPH does not stop with concepts but continues with experimentation, prototyping 
and developing your concept into a detailed artwork or design aiming for intellectual 
craftsmanship.                                             

Working in ALEPH is an intensive experience enabling participants to develop a 
completely new tool kit for their work based on a research-creation process.   A series of 
lectures, readings, discussions and  experimental workshops will be offered on a weekly 
basis. Participation in the lab is not a passive experience. Working by the principle of 
give-and-take, all members are asked to contribute what they can and take what 
they need. The group of researchers will include post-doctoral scholars, PhD- and 
undergraduate students, all dedicated to sharing their insights and gaining new at the 
same time. Learn by teaching, teach by learning.  

The lab currently resides at the Royal Academy of Arts in The Hague 
and is organized by the Department of Interactive /Media /Design. 
In order to secure an interesting variety of theoretical influx to the lab, several partners 
have been found who are willing and able to contribute in a significant way. We closely 
collaborate with dr. Andrej Radman, Delft University of Technology and dr. Sjoerd van 
Tuinen, Erasmus University Rotterdam. Participants are held together by affnity rather  
than by any structure of membership or institutional hierarchy.

Lab meetings take place at the Royal Academy of Arts in The Hague. Students 
of all departments from the 2nd, 3rd and 4th year can join the laboratory in the 
context of their IST: 6 ECTS Lab coordinator: Renske Maria van Dam for questions 
or to enroll email r.vdam@kabk.nl

ALEPH        AUTONOMOUS LABORATORY FOR THE 
 EXPLORATION OF PROGRESSIVE HEURISTICS
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[ Text- Object ]

The text object is not intended as an ‘illustration’ of  the arguments 
given by the reading, lecture or workshop; it should, by the nature 
of  its construction and the process exhibited in its ‘making’ reveal 
a critical understanding and interpretation of  the theories under 
discussion. 

The text/object can be produced in many ways: either a fairly 
refined computer generated layout, a hand produced collage, or 
a three-dimensional object to name a few. All text/objects should 
combine text (either written by the student or taken from the 
reading) and images (generated by the student).  


